


“I’m 37 and I was told recently I was too old
to play the lover of a man who was 55.”

– Maggie Gyllenhaal

Age is still just a number, right?  Well, if you live in and work In Hollywood, then the answer
to that question depends on the answer to another: Are you a woman?  If that answer is
“yes”, then age is probably more than just a number; chances are, it’s an obstacle as well.

What: A panel discussion focusing on ageism in Hollywood 
When: Friday, August 5, 2016 at 7pm
Where: The Screening Room at The London Hotel
Moderator: Sharon Lawrence

Maggie Gyllenhall isn’t alone. Olivia Wilde, Ann Hathaway and Liv Tyler, all women in their

30s, have experienced the same, pervasive sexism.  And if this sounds ridiculous or reads

like a typo it’s only because it is ridiculous and should be a typo. But recent studies by USC’s

Stacy Smith, and UC San Diego’s Martha Lauzen have yielded more numbers which shine

a brutal light on some brutal Hollywood truths: Women, who represent a full 51% of the

world’s population, are given shockingly short shrift when it comes to parity of representation

in the film and television industry.  

“After decades of ageism and sexism in our culture and 
in our films, the complex voices of mature women

are in danger of being lost entirely.” 
– NY Women in Film & Television director, Terry Lawler

And if we start out with so few women and such an expansive gender gap, then it should

be little surprise when the gap widens even further once we start adding characteristics like

race and age to the equation. Just for fun (and without resorting to Google), see if you can

name 10 female actors over the age of 40.  Now do it again, except name 10 black female

actors over the age of 40.  Now do it again, except name 10 white male actors over 40.   

* USC Annenberg study of 109 motion pictures

and 305 broadcast, cable and digital series

release from 9/1/14 - 8/3/15

*

“Age shouldn’t matter, unless you’re a cheese”
– Helen Hayes

One of this year’s panelists – pioneering Music, Film, TV and Broadway director Michael

Lindsay-Hogg – whose credits include “Agnes of God” and the original production of “The

Normal Heart” at The Public Theater, was recently advised that a TV pilot he’s working on

would never sell because “no one wants to watch a bunch of old people. Especially women.”

(Ironically, the pilot centers around a group of veteran Hollywood actresses.) Is this blatant

and unapologetic sexism/ageism a cultural shortsightedness? Or is it a Hollywood thing? Why

do we perceive aging – especially with women – in terms of loss? A loss of vitality, beauty, rel-

evance... worth.  It’s difficult to not look around at the talented women working today and

wonder which of them will lose a career because they dared to get older.  Will Jennifer

Lawrence still find work? Will Emma Stone still have a career?  Because if the industry remains

so focused on youth, then there probably won’t be room for them both – and the issue of

ageims is an issue for all actors, of every age. 

But if you’re not lucky enough to be a slice of finely aged cheese in Hollywood, then age
does matter – especially when it comes time to cast the few films which do have roles for
women over 40. Hollywood, with its mostly white, mostly male worldview, prefers to see
younger women playing these older roles. In the same way that ethnic roles are routinely
given to white actors to play, so too are older roles handed over to younger women.  When
a 24-year-old woman is cast in the role of a 34-year-old, not only has an age-appropriate
actor been overlooked for the part, but the audience now gets a distorted view of what a
34-year old woman should look like. It’s Photoshopping, with casting. And it has conse-
quences not just for actors, but for everyone.  



“The gendered age gap is part of a
spectrum of discrimination in Hollywood.”

– Margarita Noriega, Vox

“Promise me to never wear black satin or pearls
or to be thirty-six years old.”

This line, spoken by Laurence Olivier’s Max 

DeWinter to a nameless Joan Fontaine

sums up the way Hollywood  tends to view

women -- mostly decorative, and eternally

young. Thirty-six, in fact, seems to be the

unlucky number, with Olivia Wilde, Liv Tyler

and Maggie Gyllenhaal all citing casting

difficulties once this age ceiling was hit. 

“It’s f***king outrageous. We all watched James Bond as he got more and more
geriatric, and his girlfriends got younger and younger. It’s so annoying.”

– Helen Mirren

A recent study by Vulture shows how female characters remain younger than their male co-
stars who, unlike their female peers, are permitted to age. 

"I was not offered any female adventurers or love interests or
heroes or demons. I was offered witches because I was 'old' at 40.”

– Meryl Streep

The shelf life for a female actor is much shorter than for men. And while the range of roles
available to women decreases dramatically as women age, the range and quality of roles for 
men holds rather steady as they get older. Men are offered the same heroic, powerful and
sexy parts at 50 as they were at 25. Women, though, aren’t generally extended this freedom,
and when they are, the roles are often misshapen by a range of stereotypes from “cougar” to
“crone”. Is this double standard part of Hollywood culture or part of our culture in general?  

If the Hollywood machine is designed to perpetuate the status quo, then the point of The
Panel is to throw a wrench in the works by asking questions and taking that first step 
toward change – creating awareness. Join the conversation, and let your voice be heard. 
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ADD YOUR VOICE TO THE CONVERSATION

“I just have had a political sort of reaction against the concept
of older women being demonized and age being this horrifying,
scary thing. I just didn’t like that. I didn’t like it when I was a lit-
tle girl. I don’t like it now." – Meryl Streep

“By the time you’re 28 you’re expired,
you’re playing mommy roles.” 

– Zoe Saldana

“As soon as a woman gets to an age where she has
opinions and she’s vital and she’s strong, she’s
systematically shamed into hiding under a rock.” 

– Sarah Silverman

“I got another 15, 20 years before they say I’m old.
For women it’s brutal. I have actress friends
who are being put out to pasture at 29. – John Cusack

“I remember someone saying to me that
I was too old for Hugh Grant – who’s like
a year younger than me – in Sense and
Sensibility. I said, ‘Do you want to go
take a flying leap?’” – Emma Thompson

“I had battled racism and sexism all
my life. Now I had to battle ageism.” 

– Rita Moreno

“Please stop debating about
whether or not I aged well.
Unfortunately, it hurts all
three of my feelings.” 

– Carrie Fisher

“I’ve seen too many of my brilliant col-
leagues, who work nonstop in their 20,
their 30s and their 40s, only to find a
complete desert in their 50s...and no
work means no income.” – Helen Mirren

“The funniest thing I heard recently was… that I was too sophisticated for a part. And
I was like, “oh, that sounds nice, I like that feedback. I didn’t get the part, but I’m a
very sophisticated person. And then I found out later that they actually said ‘old’.” 

– Olivia Wilde


